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Savage Range Systems offers total range solutions for the finest,
safest, and cleanest, lowest-maintenance shooting ranges, bullet
traps, steel target systems, and 360-degree shoot houses. Bullet
traps utilizing wet Snail® technology, combined with low angle
ramps and 360-degree deceleration chambers, safely capture
bullets while virtually eliminating splatter, ricochet and airborne
lead. Specializing in custom systems, including fully-automatic
.50cal BMG, Savage is the choice for military and law enforcement
agencies nationwide, commercial and private shooting ranges, and
for virtually every firearms and ammunition manufacturer.

Vacation
We will be closed for 2 weeks during our annual Plant shutdown,
commencing end-of-day Friday, July 1. We will re-open on Monday,
July 18

Recent Installations
“Recent Installations”

Recently installed traps and ranges include:
•
•

Cary Police Department
Consolidated Forensics Lab

Recently installed shoot houses and target systems include:
•

San Salvador

Convert Guns and Ammo to Cash
If your agency is lacking funds to purchase our equipment, we may
have a solution. Working with PoliceTrades.com, we can help
convert your unneeded guns and ammunition to cash. The program
works for duty guns, confiscated and surrendered guns, and Class 3
firearms. Ammunition must be in case lots.
Please contact us for complete information.
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Forensic Buddy®
Our Forensic Buddy® was a hit at the recent AFTE conference in
Chicago. The specially engineered bullet trap is designed to absorb
the energy of a bullet, while the bullet’s integrity remains intact.
Whether used in the lab or as a portable unit, the unique ballistic
media carefully collects a specimen, resulting in a clean, accurate
view of Land and Groove impressions.
When you need the best specimen for microscopic comparison, the
Forensic Buddy® has no equal.

Forensic Buddy® $3,195

“NRA RDOC”

NRA RDOC
We will be present at the next NRA Range Development and
Operations Conference which will be held in Reno, NV, October
15th–19th. The conference provides an excellent opportunity for
existing and prospective range operators to expand their knowledge
regarding building and maintaining a shooting facility.
Topics covered include:
• Developing business and master plans
• Public hearings and zoning boards
• Environmental sound
• Insurance
• Range maintenance
• Range safety
For more information, contact Kara Schlifke at
KSchlifke@nrahq.org or 703-267-1276.
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